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The Concentration Camps, A History of the Holocaust, Night, The Holocaust in American Life, As the Witnesses
Fall Silent: 21st Century Holocaust Education in Curriculum, Policy and Practice, Selling the Holocaust, The
Essential World History, Selling the Holocaust, Sources of the Holocaust, Why?: Explaining the Holocaust
Compilation footage of Nazi concentration camps in the immediate aftermath of World War II. Shows surviving
prisoners, victims of medical experiments, gas chambers, and open mass graves. This footage is the official
documentary report gathered by the U.S. Department of Defense as part of the effort to conduct war crimes
trials. Includes footage of General Dwight D. Eisenhower.
Reviews the history of the Jewish people, the development of anti-Semitism, and describes the horrors of the
Holocaust.
Born into a Jewish ghetto in Hungary, as a child, Elie Wiesel was sent to the Nazi concentration camps at
Auschwitz and Buchenwald. This is his account of that atrocity: the ever-increasing horrors he endured, the
loss of his family and his struggle to survive in a world that stripped him of humanity, dignity and faith.
Describing in simple terms the tragic murder of a people from a survivor's perspective, Night is among the
most personal, intimate and poignant of all accounts of the Holocaust. A compelling consideration of the
darkest side of human nature and the enduring power of hope, it remains one of the most important works of
the twentieth century. New translation by Marion Wiesel, with a new introduction by Elie Wiesel.
Prize-winning historian Peter Novick illuminates the reasons Americans ignored the Holocaust for so long -how dwelling on German crimes interfered with Cold War mobilization; how American Jews, not wanting to be
thought of as victims, avoided the subject. He explores in absorbing detail the decisions that later moved the
Holocaust to the center of American life: Jewish leaders invoking its memory to muster support for Israel and to
come out on top in a sordid competition over what group had suffered most; politicians using it to score points
with Jewish voters. With insight and sensitivity, Novick raises searching questions about these developments.
Have American Jews, by making the Holocaust the emblematic Jewish experience, given Hitler a posthumous
victory, tacitly endorsing his definition of Jews as despised pariahs? Does the Holocaust really teach useful
lessons and sensitize us to atrocities, or, by making the Holocaust the measure, does it make lesser crimes
seem "not so bad"? What are we to make of the fact that while Americans spend hundreds of millions of dollars
for museums recording a European crime, there is no museum of American slavery?
This volume represents the most comprehensive collection ever produced of empirical research on Holocaust
education around the world. It comes at a critical time, as the world observes the 70th anniversary of the
liberation of Auschwitz. We are now at a turning point, as the generations that witnessed and survived the
Shoah are slowly passing on. Governments are charged with ensuring that this defining event of the 20th
century takes its rightful place in the schooling and the historical consciousness of their peoples. The policies
and practices of Holocaust education around the world are as diverse as the countries that grapple with its
history and its meaning. Educators around the globe struggle to reconcile national histories and memories with
the international realities of the Holocaust and its implications for the present. These efforts take place at a
time when scholarship about the Holocaust itself has made great strides. In this book, these issues are framed
by some of the leading voices in the field, including Elie Wiesel and Yehuda Bauer, and then explored by many
distinguished scholars who represent a wide range of expertise. Holocaust education is of such significance, so
rich in meaning, so powerful in content, and so diverse in practice that the need for extensive, high-quality
empirical research is critical. Th is book provides exactly that.
Cole shows us an "Auschwitz-land" where tourists have become the "ultimate ruberneckers" passing by and
gazing at someone else's tragedy. He shows us a US Holocaust Museum that provides visitors with a "virtual
Holocaust" experience.
In this best-selling text, noted teachers and scholars William J. Duiker and Jackson J. Spielvogel present a brief,
balanced, highly-readable overview of world history that explores common challenges and experiences that
unite the human past and that identify key global patterns over time. Thorough coverage of political,
economic, social, religious, intellectual, cultural, and military history has been integrated into a chronologically
ordered synthesis to help students gain an appreciation and understanding of the distinctive character and
development of individual cultures in society. The Sixth Edition continues to take a global approach to world
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history, with an emphasis on analytical comparisons between and among cultures throughout history. This
approach helps students to link events together in a broad comparative and global framework, thereby placing
the contemporary world in a more meaningful historical context. Available in the following split options: THE
ESSENTIAL WORLD HISTORY, Sixth Edition (Chapters 1-30), ISBN: 978-0-495-90227-0; Volume I: To 1800
(Chapters 1-18), ISBN: 978-0-495-90291-1; Volume II: Since 1500 (Chapters 14-30), ISBN: 978-0-495-90292-8.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Cole shows us an "Auschwitz-land" where tourists have become the "ultimate ruberneckers" passing by and
gazing at someone else's tragedy. He shows us a US Holocaust Museum that provides visitors with a "virtual
Holocaust" experience.
A bold new exploration that answers the most commonly asked questions about the Holocaust. Despite the
outpouring of books, movies, museums, memorials, and courses devoted to the Holocaust, a coherent
explanation of why such ghastly carnage erupted from the heart of civilized Europe in the twentieth century
still seems elusive even seventy years later. Numerous theories have sprouted in an attempt to console
ourselves and to point the blame in emotionally satisfying directions—yet none of them are fully convincing. As
witnesses to the Holocaust near the ends of their lives, it becomes that much more important to unravel what
happened and to educate a new generation about the horrors inflicted by the Nazi regime on Jews and nonJews alike. Why? dispels many misconceptions and answers some of the most basic—yet vexing—questions
that remain: why the Jews and not another ethnic group? Why the Germans? Why such a swift and sweeping
extermination? Why didn’t more Jews fight back more often? Why didn’t they receive more help? While
responding to the questions he has been most frequently asked by students over the decades, world-renowned
Holocaust historian and professor Peter Hayes brings a wealth of scholarly research and experience to bear on
conventional, popular views of the history, challenging some of the most prominent recent interpretations. He
argues that there is no single theory that “explains” the Holocaust; the convergence of multiple forces at a
particular moment in time led to catastrophe. In clear prose informed by an encyclopedic knowledge of
Holocaust literature in English and German, Hayes weaves together stories and statistics to heart-stopping
effect. Why? is an authoritative, groundbreaking exploration of the origins of one of the most tragic events in
human history.
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